
Unparalleled Performance

The comparison above shows the wide variation in latency 
inherent in the Internet core. For instance, even in regions with 
good Internet connections, such as the US, there is unacceptable 
variation in latency values. In our testing, latency variation in the 
middle mile from Virginia to San Francisco was 103 ms or 143% of 
the path’s median latency. On the other hand, latency variation 
over the DRoute network had extremely tight upper bounds and 
was always less than 5 ms. Scalability of blockchains increases 
when there is an extremely low and tight bound on latency 
variation between nodes in the blockchain network. 

The No-Compromise Network 
for All Blockchains

Mathematically Optimal Layer 0 Network for the Decentralized World
A global, high-performant, fully autonomous and censorship resistant Internet-alternative network

While blockchain industry experts focus on improving existing protocols, off-chain mechanisms and inventing new consensus algorithms to solve 
the TPS (Transactions Per Second) issue, we believe that there is a fundamental lower layer of the technology stack that warrants more attention. 
Increasing transaction ledger sizes (Ethereum is above 1TB) exposes the real bottleneck in our distributed world: the underlying networking layer. 
If public / private DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) protocols are considered layer 1, the pure networking layer can be characterized as layer 0 
that exists underneath blockchains.

DRoute’s Layer 0 No-Compromise Network Enables

Quick Time-to-Market & Network Cost Reduction
True Layer 0 Solution
A global, high-performant, blockchain and coin agnostic, and fully 
autonomous networking solution with the reliability of a dedicated, private 
network (e.g. leased line) without the high costs and inflexible infrastructure.

Innovative Technology Breakthrough
DRoute researchers have discovered the closed-form solution for the 
characteristic equations defining a packet-switched network, thereby solving 
a decades old problem in networking.

Network Management
DRoute addresses network management complexities amplified by 
dynamically changing validator nodes and/or traffic demands, in an 
automated and seamless fashion. For instance, validator groups can be spun 
up and down at each consensus algorithm epoch. 

Open Source Network Plugins
Overlay networks that many protocols create (e.g. p2p communications) have 
huge performance issues. DRoute's open-source plug-in offerings enable 
valuable network features like multicast, TCP acceleration, VPN, CDN, WAN 
optimization, etc.

Instant Global Network
Developers, protocols and dApps should not worry about the performance of 
the underlying network their packets are routed across. DRoute abstracts 
away the networking layer, saves bandwidth costs and also bypasses the 
Great Firewall of China.

Performance Improved to the Extreme
Faster Block Propagation and Always-On Network for Miners/Validators 
DRoute’s ultra-low latency / high throughput backbone increases a miner’s 
block reward rate while decreasing the probability of forks and degree of 
centralization amongst miners. DRoute's always-on network also benefits 
Proof-of-Stake validators by ensuring that the latter do not go down and lose 
out on rewards. Moreover, DRoute’s global network can fully peer with any 
blockchain network and can serve as an optimal relay network for private 
mining pools. 

New Protocol Design
DRoute allows blockchain projects to achieve higher TPS via protocol design 
changes such as increased block sizes, and decreased block-interval times. 

Cutting-Edge Network Security
DDoS Protection
DRoute has 10 Tbps+ worth of capacity and can redirect black hat traffic away 
from attacked nodes. In addition, it can also blacklist malicious IP addresses.

What Is DRoutΣ?
DRoute is an Internet-alternative network that is also highly 
performant, fully distributed and autonomous. It provides the 
optimal routing backbone on which any decentralized blockchain 
network can run - a true layer 0 solution. DRoute is fully controlled 
by algorithms (link to original white paper) and has no ability to 
censor the encrypted traffic on the network; failover is regular 
Internet. No specialized hardware is required. DRoute is no more 
centralized than the ISPs or cloud service providers that run 
nodes today.

DRoute is a highly performant solution compared to the 
performance of Internet protocols (e.g. BGP, OSPF) that control 
the Internet. The operation of the Internet is plagued with dropped 
packets, volatile latency and best effort routing - all issues that 
lead to orphaned blocks and scalability bottlenecks. In addition, 
DRoute is co-located with all cloud providers (e.g. AWS, Google, 
Azure) and can help any blockchain project spin up a distributed, 
global network in seconds while also bypassing the performance 
problems of the Great Firewall of China. 

Most blockchain protocols have not focused on building efficient 
and well-designed network stacks. DRoute is building open-
source networking plugins with several acceleration features that 
can be used by customers to run their traffic either over the 
regular Internet or DRoute’s core network. This allows the 
blockchain customers to benefit from network performance 
improvements while migrating seamlessly from their existing 
network on their own pace. 
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https://people.ece.cornell.edu/atang/pub/15/HALO_ToN.pdf

